different communicative functions at the two peripheries. Communicative functions cannot be achieved through syntax and a lexical choice alone. Prosodic features play a crucial role in identifying the scope of periphery by providing empirical evidence for any prosodic juncture. For example, prosodic features can offer evidence whether discourse markers are intonationally disjunct from the rest of the utterance at lp or rp. While most discourse markers in English occur at lp and are disjunct intonationally, in many Asian languages they often occur at rp and are not always disjunct from the preceding element (e.g. Kim and Sohn 2011, forthcoming; Rhee 2013; Traugott 2013; Sohn, forthcoming) . Since discourse markers can occur at lp and/or rp syntactically, when a speaker takes more than one utterance to complete his/her turn and includes a discourse marker at the intersection of the two utterances, it may not be clear whether the discourse marker is at the end of the prior utterance (i.e. rp), or at the beginning of the subsequent utterance (i.e. lp), if prosodic features are not taken into consideration. For instance, consider an example drawn from Korean conversation.
(1) A: paper-lul ppalli mos nay-l kes kath-ayo kuntey paper-lul ppalli paper-acc soon not submit-pro nml seem-pol kuntey paper-acc soon nay-myen-un hankwuk tuleka-ki swip-ci anh-canh-ayo2 not submit-if-top Korea enter-nml easy-nml not-modal-pol 'It appears that I may not be able to submit a paper soon kuntey if I don't submit the paper soon, you know, it would be difficult to go to Korea.' B: kuleh-ki-n ha-ta ku-ci e be so-nml-top do-dec right-comm yeah 'Yeah, it appears so, right?' In the above, the discourse marker kuntey expresses the meaning of 'but, however, by the way' , and is permissible at lp and/or at rp. In (1) the question arises as to whether the discourse marker is produced at the end of a current utterance or at the beginning of the next utterance. Here, prosodic features can serve as the key factor in determining which of the two cases is valid.3
Consider another example where kuntey is syntactically ambiguous between lp and rp. In (2) kuntey appears between two utterances produced by one speaker.
